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2 The study of the pointwise onvergene of ergodi averages shares severaltools with Harmoni Analysis where pointwise onvergene of Fourier series isinvestigated. One important ommon tool is a weak (1; 1) maximal inequalitywhih, for the ergodi averages, omes from the Maximal Ergodi Theorem.Suppose � > 0 then with the onditions of Theorem 1.1 we have�(x : supN>0 1N NXk=1 f(T kx) > �) � R jf jd�� : (2)Usually the maximal funtion supN 1N PNk=1 f(T kx) does not belong to L1and hene one annot estimate its L1 norm by the L1 norm of f . Sine (2)holds for jf j one an use supN 1N NXk=1 jf(T kx)j, or supN 1N j NXk=1 f(T kx)j in (2) aswell.Reall that A 2 B is T -invariant if 0 = �(T�1A�A) = �((T�1AnA)[ (AnT�1A)): The funtion f in Theorem 1.1 is the onditional expetation of fwith respet to the sigma algebra of the T invariant sets. The transformationT is ergodi if for any T -invariant set A we have �(A) = 0 or 1. In this asethe T invariant sigma algebra is trivial. Therefore, if T is ergodi then in theabove Theorem 1.1 we havelimN!1 1N NXk=1 f(T kx) = ZX fd� for � a.e. x:2 Non L1 resultsThere are many ways one an generalize Birkho�'s Ergodi theorem. FirstI disuss one diretion when funtions not belonging to L1 are onsidered. Iworked for a long time with Henstok-Kurzweil integrals and, as a Ph. D.student, got interested in ergodi averages of non-L1 funtions.However, working with non-L1 funtions one needs to be autious, sineanswering one of my questions, P. Major proved the following theorem:Theorem 2.1. There exists a funtion f : X ! R; and S; T : X ! X twoergodi transformations on a probability spae (X;�) suh thatlimn!1 1n+ 1 nXk=0 f(Skx) = 0; � a.e.and limn!1 1n+ 1 nXk=0 f(T kx) = a 6= 0; � a.e.



3Clearly, by Theorem 1.1, f annot belong to L1(X;�), and this is badnews for our \possible generalized integration proess" beause the generalizedintegral suitable for f in the ergodi theorem would have to take the values 0and a simultaneously.My thesis advisor M. Lazkovih asked whether in the above result thetwo transformations S; and T an be irrational rotations of the unit irle,T, equipped with the Lebesgue measure. In Major's onstrution the twotransformations were onjugate and hene to answer Lazkovih's question Ihad to �nd a di�erent approah, sine di�erent rotations have di�erent rotationnumber and hene annot be onjugate. Following the suggestions of a refereeI stated the result about the two rotations in a slightly more general setting.Assume that a Z2 ation is generated by S and T on a �nite nonatomiLebesgue measure spae (X;S; �) and T jSk for all (j; k) 2 Z2 is a measurepreserving transformation on X . We say that the group ation generated byT and S is free if T jSkx 6= x for (j; k) 6= (0; 0) and � a.e. x. In [17℄ I havemanaged to prove the following theorem:Theorem 2.2. Assume that (X;S; �) is a �nite non-atomi Lebesgue measurespae and S; T : X ! X are two �-ergodi transformations whih generate afree Z2 ation on X. Then for any 1; 2 2 R there exists a �-measurablefuntion f : X ! R suh thatMSNf(x) = 1N + 1 NXj=0 f(Sjx)! 1;and MTNf(x) = 1N + 1 NXj=0 f(T jx)! 2;� almost every x as N !1:Two di�erent irrational rotations generate a free Z2 ation on T and heneTheorem 2.2 answers Lazkovih's question.There are some interesting reent results with respet to ergodi averagesof non L1 funtions and rotations by Y. Sinai and C. Uligrai. In [37℄ theauthors onsider trigonometri sums1N N�1Xk=0 11� e2�i(k�+x) ; (x; �) 2 (0; 1)� (0; 1):The produt spae (0; 1) � (0; 1) is endowed with the uniform probabilitydistribution. It is proved that suh trigonometri sums have a non-trivial joint



4limiting distribution in x and � as N tends to 1. This result also applies toBirkho� sums of a funtion with a singularity of type 1=x over a rotation.This limiting distribution is determined by results from [36℄.Motivated by these results I have managed to solve during the Summer of2008 one of my open questions (see [7℄, [16℄) onerning ergodi averages ofrotations of non-L1 funtions.Theorem 2.3 from [16℄ states the following:Theorem 2.3. Let f : R ! R be a given measurable funtion, periodi by 1.For an � 2 R put M�n f(x) = 1n+ 1 nXk=0 f(x+ k�):Let �f denote the set of those �'s in (0; 1) for whih M�n f(x) onverges foralmost every x 2 R: Then from j�f j > 0 it follows that f is integrable on [0; 1℄.In the above theorem j�f j denotes the Lebesgue measure of �f : By theBirkho� Ergodi Theorem if f is Lebesgue integrable on [0; 1℄ thenM�n f(x)!R 10 f for any irrational number � and for almost every x 2 R: Hene, whenj�f j > 0 by the ergodi theorem all these limits M�n f(x) should be of thesame value, namely, R 10 f: On the other hand, in [16℄ the following result isalso veri�ed:Theorem 2.4. For any sequene of independent irrationals f�jg1j=1 thereexists a funtion f : R ! R, periodi by 1 suh that f 62 L1[0; 1℄ andM�jn f(x)! 0 for almost every x 2 [0; 1℄:This result implies that �f an be dense for non-integrable funtions. In[39℄ R. Sveti improves this result by showing that there exists a non-integrablef : T! R suh that �f is -dense in T: (A set S � T is -dense if the ardinalityof S \ I equals ontinuum for every nonempty open interval I � T:)It was not known whether �f an be of Hausdor� dimension one. I adver-tised this question at several plaes ( [7℄, [16℄), and Sveti's paper ontained apartial solution. Finally in [19℄ a non-L1 funtion is onstruted for whih �fis of Hausdor� dimension one, but of ourse, it is of zero Lebesgue measure.3 The squares and good sequenes of zero Banah den-sityBefore turning to the L1 results we reall Banah's priniple, see for examplep. 91 of [31℄.



5Theorem 3.1. Let 1 � p < 1 and let Tn be a sequene of bounded linearoperators on Lp. If supn jTnf j <1 almost everywhere for all f 2 Lp then theset of f for whih Tnf onverges almost everywhere is losed in Lp.In the ergodi setting one an think of the operatorsTnf(x) = 1n nXk=1 f(T kx):In the Harmoni Analysis setting the partial sums of Fourier series an beonsidered. The weak (1; 1) inequality in (2) holds for all L1 funtions. Letting�! +1 one an see by using the remark after (2) that supn jTnf j <1 almosteverywhere for all f 2 L1. Hene it is suÆient to verify the almost everywhereonvergene of Tnf(x) for some nie set (like bounded funtions, or ontinuousfuntions) of funtions whih is dense in L1 and then by Banah's priniplethe almost everywhere onvergene follows for all funtions in L1.Researh related to almost everywhere onvergene of ergodi averagesalong the squares was initiated by questions of A. Bellow (see [8℄) and of H.Furstenberg, [25℄. Results of Bourgain [10℄, [11℄, [12℄ imply that if f 2 Lp(�),for some p > 1 then the non-onventional ergodi averageslimN!1 1N NXn=1 f(Tn2(x)) (3)onverge almost everywhere. Bourgain also asked in [10℄, [14℄ whether thisresult is true for p = 1, that is, for L1 funtions. In Setion 6 of [9℄, V.Bergelson writes the following about it: \The ase p = 1 is still open andis perhaps one of the entral open problems in that branh of ergodi theorywhih deals with almost everywhere onvergene". On p. 64 of [27℄ R. L. Joneswrites the following: \There is an important open problem assoiated withsubsequenes. At this time, there is no known example of a subsequene thatis good for a.e. onvergene for all f 2 L1, and has suessive gaps inreasingto in�nity. In partiular, the question of a.e. onvergene for f 2 L1 along thesquares is open, and probably very diÆult. The tehniques used in Setion 4and Setion 6, inluding the Calder�on-Zygmund deomposition, do not seemto apply."De�nition 3.2. A sequene fnkg1k=1 is L1-universally bad if for all ergodiaperiodi dynamial systems there is some f 2 L1 suh thatlimN!1 1N NXk=1 f(Tnkx)fails to exist for all x in a set of positive measure.



6 By the Conze priniple and the Banah priniple of Sawyer ([35℄, [38℄) asequene fnkg1k=1 is not L1-universally bad if and only if there exists a onstantC < 1 suh that for all systems (X;�; �; T ) and all f 2 L1(�) we have thefollowing weak (1; 1) inequality for all t > 0� (x : supN�1 ����� 1N NXk=1 f(Tnkx)����� > t)! � Ct Z jf jd�: (4)In [21℄ we prove thatTheorem 3.3. The sequene fk2g1k=1 is L1-universally bad.This theorem is proved by showing that there is no onstant C suh thatthe weak (1; 1) inequality in (4) holds. The proof is quite ompliated. In[20℄ we try to make it more aessible by disussing its heuristi bakground.We started to work on this paper in 2003 during my one semester visit toUniversity of North Texas and the paper [21℄ went through several revisionsand phases.An in�nite set A � N is of zero Banah density iflimk!1 supn2N #(A \ [n; n+ k℄)k + 1 = 0:I learned fromM. Keane in 2003 that at that time it was not known whetherthere exists a sequene (nk) suh that nk+1 � nk !1 and for any f 2 L1(�)limN!1 1N NXk=1 f(Tnkx) (5)onverges � almost everywhere.A sequene satisfying nk+1 � nk !1 is of zero Banah density.J. Rosenblatt and M. Wierdl ([33℄ Conjeture 4.1) had the following on-jeture:Conjeture 3.4. Suppose that the sequene (nk) has zero Banah density andlet (X;�; �; T ) be an aperiodi dynamial system. Then for some f 2 L1(�)the averages (5) do not onverge almost everywhere.In [18℄ the following theorem is proved.Theorem 3.5. There exists a sequene (nk) satisfying nk+1 � nk !1 (andhene of zero Banah density) whih is universally L1-good, that is, for any



7invertible aperiodi ergodi dynamial system (X;�; �; T ) and f 2 L1(�) wehave limN!1A(f; x;N) = limK!1 1K KXk=1 f(Tnkx) = ZX fd�; (6)for � almost every x 2 X:Theorem 3.5 implies that Conjeture 3.4 is false. It also provides an expla-nation why it was so diÆult to obtain the result that nk = k2 is L1-universallybad.In a reent paper [40℄, R. Urban and J. Zienkiewiz showed the following:Theorem 3.6. The sequene bk�, 1 < � < 1:001 is universally L1 good.4 Assani's L1 Counting Problem in Ergodi TheoryLearning about our work in [21℄, I. Assani suggested to look at his L1 CountingProblem in Ergodi Theory as well.Suppose that (X;B; �) is a probability measure spae, T is an invertiblemeasure preserving transformation and f belongs to L1+(�), that is, f is non-negative and belongs to L1(�). As we remarked it after Theorem 1.1, f(Tnx)nonverges to 0, � almost everywhere. Therefore,Nn(f)(x) = #�k : f(T kx)k > 1n�is �nite � almost everywhere. Assani's ounting problem was originally men-tioned in [1℄, [2℄, later also disussed by R. Jones, J. Rosenblatt, D. Rudolphand M. Wierdl in [28℄ and [34℄.Problem 4.1 (Counting Problem I). Given f 2 L1+(�) do we havesupn Nn(f)(x)n <1, � a.e.?In Assani [1℄ and [2℄ the maximal operator supn Nn(f)(x)n is used to studythe pointwise onvergene of Nn(f)(x)n .If f 2 Lp+ for p > 1, or f 2 L+ logL+ and the transformation T is ergodi,then Nn(f)(x)n onverges almost everywhere to R fd�.If T is not ergodi, then the limit is the onditional expetation of thefuntion f with respet to the � �eld of the invariant sets for T . Hene, thelimit is the same as the limit of the ergodi averages 1N PNn=1 f(Tnx).It is natural to ask whether Nn(f)(x)n also onverges a.e., when f 2 L1(�).By using a generalized version of the Stein-Sawyer result from Assani [1℄one an state the following equivalent problem to the ounting problem.



8Problem 4.2 (Counting Problem II.). Does there exist a �nite positiveonstant C suh that for all measure preserving systems and all � > 0��x : supn Nn(f)(x)n > �� � C� kfk1?In our joint paper [6℄ with I. Assani and D. Mauldin we proved the followingtheorem whih gives a negative answer to both ounting problems.Theorem 4.3. In any nonatomi, invertible ergodi system (X;B; �; T ) thereexists f 2 L1+ suh that supn Nn(f)(x)n =1 almost everywhere.De�nition 4.4. Let (X;B; �; T ) be a measure preserving system. The ReturnTimes for the Tail Property holds in Lr(�), 1 � r � 1 if for eah f 2 Lr(�)we an �nd a set Xf of full measure suh that for all x 2 Xf for all measurepreserving systems (Y;G; �; S) and eah g 2 L1(�) the sequene f(Tnx)�g(Sny)nonverges to zero for almost evey y.Using Theorem 4.3 and results from [1℄ it is not diÆult to show that thenext orollary holds. The details of its veri�ation an be found in [7℄.Corollary 4.5. The Return Times for the Tail Property does not hold forr = 1.There are several other interesting onsequenes of Theorem 4.3. For ex-ample, it implies that Bourgain's Return Time Theorem does not hold forpairs of (L1; L1) funtions, for the details we refer to [6℄ and [7℄.5 The bilinear Hardy{Littlewood maximal funtionFirst we reall the de�nition of the original Hardy{Littlewood maximal fun-tion: H� : f 2 L1 ! H�f(x) = supt 12t Z t�t f(x+ u)du:It maps L1 funtions into weak L1, that is, by a theorem of F. Riesz [32℄ itsatis�es the following weak type (1; 1) inequality:mfx : H�f(x) > sg � R jf jdms :Calder�on introdued in the 1960's the bilinear Hardy{Littlewood maximalfuntion. For f; g measurable we putM�(f; g)(x) = supt 12t Z t�t f(x+ s)g(x+ 2s)ds:



9Conjeture 5.1 (Calder�on's onjeture). M� is integrable as soon as fand g are in L2:After the results by M. Laey and C. Thiele in [30℄, �nally M. Laey in[29℄ proved a theorem whih implies the following:Theorem 5.2. Let 1 < p; q < 1, and set 1r = 1p + 1q . If 23 < r � 1 then M�extends to a bounded map from Lp � Lq into Lr.This theorem settles Calder�on's onjeture.If r > 1 then H�older's inequality used for the x variable implies thatM� maps into Lr. H�older's inequality and the weak type (1; 1) property ofH� implies that M�(f; g) is almost everywhere �nite if f 2 Lp; g 2 Lq and1p + 1q � 1: It is a very interesting fat that Theorem 5.2 goes beyond the rangeof exponents used for usual H�older duality statements.Problem 5.3. It is not known what happens if 3=2 < 1p + 1q � 2? Laey'smethod does not work for r � 2=3.Laey's method was reproved and generalized for maximal multilinear av-erages by C. Demeter, T. Tao and C. Thiele in [24℄.One an onsider the Ergodi Theory/disrete version of the above ontinu-ous Hardy{Littlewood maximal funtions and as the Correspondane Prinipleproved in the Appendix of [24℄ shows, quite often the results for the disreteErgodi version are equvivalent to the ontinuous version.Suppose f1; :::; fk are measurable funtions and (X;�; �; T ) a dynamialsystem. The Furstenberg averages are de�ned as1N NXn=1 kYj=1 fj(T jnx):In the Ergodi Theory proof of Szemer�edi's theorem Furstenberg showed thatthe weak-lim inf of ertain multilinear averages (whih beame later the Fursten-berg averages) is positive.We onsider the ergodi version of the Bilinear Hardy{Littlewood funtion,whih is a very speial ase of the symmetri Furstenberg averages. Suppose Tis an ergodi measure preserving transformation on a non-atomi probabilitymeasure spae. We onsider the maximal funtion:M(f; g)(x)def= supN 12N + 1 NXn=�N f(Tnx)g(T 2nx) (7)for funtions f 2 Lp and g 2 Lq : The equivalent problem to Problem 5.3 inthis setting is to �nd the range of values p; q � 1 for whih M(f; g)(x) < 1,� almost everywhere.



10 While for Szemer�edi's theorem the Furstenberg averages are interestingfor large values of k, for our problem the smallest possible multilinear ase,the bilinear ase, seems to be di�erent and in many ways more hallenging.The trilinear Hardy{Littlewood maximal funtion an be de�ned the followingway: R�(f; g; h)(x) = supt 12t Z t�t f(x+ s)g(x+ 2s)h(x+ 3s)ds:From the dependene of the monomials x+s, x+2s, and x+3s C. Demeter in[23℄ dedued some negative results for the trilinear Hardy{Littlewood maximalfuntion. For example the following theorem is valid for the ergodi version ofthese averages (see [23℄):Theorem 5.4. De�ne p0 = 1+ log6 21+log6 2 and onsider p < p0. In every ergodidynamial system (X;�; �; T ) there are three funtions f; g; h 2 Lp(X) suhthat lim supN!1 1N NXn=1 f(Tnx)g(T 2nx)h(T 3nx) =1for � a.e. x 2 X.For the bilinear Hardy{Littlewood M�; the monomials x + s and x + 2sare \independent" and no negative result are known lose to L1:A good indiator of the behavior of the ergodi averages is given by the tailof the averages f(TNx)g(T 2Nx)2N + 1 : The maximal funtion assoiated with thetail of the ergodi averages supn f(Tnx)n ; satis�es similar weak type inequal-ities as the maximal funtion for the ergodi averages. Sine M(f; g)(x) �supN f(TNx)g(T 2Nx)2N + 1 I. Assani suggested that we should �rst try to �nd outwhat happens to the maximal funtionR�(f; g)(x) = supn f(Tnx)g(T 2n(x))n :In [3℄ we prove the following theorem:Theorem 5.5. Let (X;B; �; T ) be an ergodi measure preserving transforma-tion on a �nite non-atomi measure spae. Then for all p; q � 1 suh that1p + 1q < 2; R� maps Lp � Lq into Lr as soon as 0 < r < 1=2:In [5℄ we also show that



11Theorem 5.6. Let (X;B; �; T ) be an ergodi measure preserving transforma-tion on a �nite non-atomi measure spae. Then there exist funtions f; g bothin L1+(X) for whih the maximal funtionR�(f; g)(x) = supn f(Tnx)g(T 2nx)nis not �nite a.e.Sine Theorem 5.5 implies that R�(f; g) is �nite almost everywhere for(f; g) 2 Lp � Lq when p; q � 1 and 1p + 1q < 2 the above two theorems givea omplete haraterization of the range of values (p; q) for whih R�(f; g) is�nite almost everywhere.Theorem 5.6 solves an open problem in Ergodi Theory. The averagesFN (f; g)(x) = 12N + 1 NXn=�N f(Tnx)g(T 2nx)are speial (bilinear and symmetri) Furstenberg averages. A deep result ofJ. Bourgain, [15℄, showed that these averages onverge almost everywhere assoon as the H�olderian duality is respeted, (that is, 1p + 1q � 1). Theorem 5.6shows that these averages do not onverge for pairs of (L1; L1) funtions asthe tail of these averages does not onverge a.e. to zero for some funtionsf; g 2 L1.In [3℄ Theorem 5.5 is dedued from the following maximal inequality:Theorem 5.7. Given p > 1 there exists a universal �nite onstant C�p suhthat if (X;B; �; T ) is any invertible ergodi dynamial system on a non-atomi�nite measure spae (X;B; �) then the following holds. For every funtionf 2 Lp; jf j > 1; for every g 2 L1; jgj > 1; and for eah s > 0 we have��x : sup0<l f(T lx)g(T 2lx)l � s� � C�pr jjf jjppjjgjj1s : (8)Therefore, for suh funtions f and g we havef(T lx)g(T 2lx)l ! 0 as l!1: (9)Furthermore, for 1 < p < 2 there exists a universal onstant C suh thatC�p � Cp� 1 :



12 A similar maximal inequality an be obtained if one onsiders instead f 2L1 and g 2 Lp:By Theorem 5.5 for the maximal funtion R� there is nothing magi about2=3, like in Problem 5.3. For R� one an go beyond 1p + 1q < 3=2. In fat, R�maps funtions in Lp �Lq into any of the Lr spaes as long as 1 � 1p + 1q < 2and 0 < r < 1=2:Remark 5.8. The maximal inequality in Theorem 5.7 is good enough toderive Theorem 5.5 but it is not homogeneous with respet to f , or g: Duringthe 2007 Ergodi Theory workshop at University of North Carolina at ChapelHill, J.P. Conze asked if this inequality ould be made homogeneous withrespet to f and g.In [4℄ we prove the following version of Theorem 5.7:Theorem 5.9. For eah 1 < p < 1 there exists a �nite onstant Cp suhthat for eah f; g � 0 and for all � > 0 we have��x : supn�1 f(Tnx)g(T 2nx)n > �� � Cp�kfkpkgk1� �1=2; (10)and there exists eC suh that for any 1 < p < 2 we haveCp � eCp� 1 : (11)At the same meeting a question was raised about the almost everywhere�niteness of R�(f; g) for pairs of funtions in (L logL;L1): In [4℄ we ouldprove:Theorem 5.10. If � > 2 and the pair of non-negative funtions (f; g) belongsto (L(logL)2�; L1) then R�(f; g) = supn f(Tnx)g(T 2nx)n is a.e. �nite.The problem whether this Theorem is true for funtions in (L logL;L1)seems to be still unsolved.Referenes[1℄ I. Assani, \Strong Laws for weighted sums of iid random variables",Duke Math J., 88, 2, (1997), 217-246.
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